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With the spate of publicity surrounding the possible health risks posed
by childhood immunization, parents are no longer simply following
doctor's orders and automatically having their children vaccinated.
Ultimately, parents will have to make their very own educated decisions
as Dr. With THE VACCINE BOOK, parents finally possess one, fair,
impartial, fact-based resource they are able to turn to for answers. The
problem may be the search for answers just prospects parents to
conflicting, one-sided information: doctors claim that parents are
endangering their child's life if they refuse photos, while radical
vaccine opponents claim parents are endangering their child's life if
they accept photos. Each chapter is devoted to a disease/vaccine pair
and provide a comprehensive conversation of what the disease is
certainly, how common or rare it is, how critical or harmless it is, the
elements of the vaccine, and any possible unwanted effects from the
vaccine. Instead, they are asking questions. Bob Sears is definitely
neither pro-vaccine nor anti-vaccine. But THE VACCINE BOOK provides
exactly the information parents want and need as they make their way
through the vaccination maze.
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Read this as part of your research This book does a really nice job
presenting each disease that the vaccines are designed to cover. Also, I
found the books' chapter on statistical evaluation a bit flawed (I
really do that for a living). Sears does an intensive work presenting
the contents of the many vaccines and the problems involved with
clustering pictures and using cocktails.This book will help any parent
make an informed decision either way and feel confident that they made
good decisions. One great feature of the book is his recommended choice
vaccination schedule predicated on limiting a child's contact with
preservatives such as lightweight aluminum and mercury in each
timetable, limiting the amount of live vaccines a child has to process
per vaccination visit, and making a determination of how shortly your
child should receive each vaccination predicated on their publicity risk
(ie. I'd give a word of caution though. When he shares the study on MMR
that originally gave rise to the debate, he does not disclose that study
was predicated on 12 sufferers and the researching doctor later lost his
license for his misuse/misrepresentation of the results. Although the
results I think are still interesting and believed provoking, check out
a few websites that provide a cautionary tale to the MMR/autism debate:
check out Paul Offit and Autisms False Prophets to have the other aspect
of the story. You need to do much more research upon this topic. I want
to make an informed decision and I came across Dr's Sears' book
sensible, providing the information you need to know to make that
decision.org. It is helpful to get into your doctor's office with some
well-informed queries on the problem.! the ones that might be optional,
giving elements that affect your child's risk for developing these
diseases, discussing the hazards of merging vaccinations, and touching
on the problems in the MMR debate. I'll say this, I don't think his
presentation of the MMR issue is thorough more than enough. Also I do
recommend reading what the CDC must say about their vaccination schedule
on immunize. the pros of vaccinating.We had to know more, and this book
tells you everything you need to know...).! I'm glad I have this in my
parenting library. Her comment was that while the measles for example or
the poultry pox isn't deadly for kids, it can develop secondary
conditions that could be deadly. Immunol. So there is more to consider
compared to the author addresses. I feel like I could trust this
publication because it isn't one sided. Shows both sides so that you can
make a informed decision. In the event that you do wish to see yourself
on real questions about the research of vaccines (I do - but, I am an
immunologist, therefore i can examine these carefully) at least still do
it. For instance, I raised some questions with my doctor recently about
the MMR and my problems of the shot right now being only offered as a
cocktail rather than individual vaccines (an issue I've the the
pharmaceutical companies).! I've followed this word after word for two
kids today, and it's wonderful! whether or not they are in day care, are
becoming breast-fed etc. It lets you know the normal reactions and rare



but dangerous risks associated with each vaccine, symptoms of reactions,
how Dr. Sears came to his conclusions/do his mathematics/did his
analysis, what elements are in each vaccine, how common/rare or
dangerous/benign each disease can be that is avoided by each vaccine,
the government recommended routine, an alternative timetable for parents
who want the minimum amount of vaccines, and his suggested timetable...
I wish an update is published soon.. Great info Dr Sears isn't pushy for
either part of the vaccine debate. He does present a lot of facts about
each shot and the dangers vs. Yes, Dr.” ? Best book ever! It's not all
or nothing if you don't want to buy to be. You have lots of choices that
he outlines for you. It is an excellent starting point for understanding
the basics of the childhood diseases that the CDC's vaccine plan
addresses. It seems difficult to trust anyone who wants you to blindly
trust any argument and also withholds information from you to be able to
convince you of their side, but Dr. Furthermore, he doesn't agree
completely with the medial side he's on and doesn't base his decisions
on just one way of doing issues. He seems to lean one way more than the
other but also respects and understands the various other aspect of the
argument. Sears may be the only one up to now who doesn't do this. He
will them his personal way, which every parent has a right to perform,
and every parent has a right to be informed when they make decisions for
the heatlh of their children.!org and Healthychildren. Nevertheless, I
didn't supply the book a 5 star rating as I believe it requires to be
updated. This book's information and analysis is current by 2007 and the
world of vaccines changes rapidly as new data become available and more
analysis are published. Dr. Having said that, I enjoyed the reserve and
it gave me enough information at this stage with time. Plus much much
more.The other area I thought would be good to understand and that I
didn't see included is excatly why the CDC recommends a vaccine to get
at, for instance, 2 months vs. 4 months. Dr Sears simply outlines the
CDC suggestion without expanding into the why they reached that bottom
line or also sayIng that there's no research to back such decision. This
would be a fantastic book to help you exculpate yourself from this
harmful decision. All of those other info he does consist of plus some
of the explanations he expands upon have become helpful. If you want
conspiracy theories that is a jumping off stage. Great Resource I must
say i enjoyed this publication. It's a good, clearly written article
that may point you toward primary research on the subject. I feel much
more informed. Therefore grateful to have someone provide the details on
vaccines instead of just stating,”Oh, vaccines are perfectly safe. You
haven't any reason to be concerned. Sears shows you that there are many
decisions to be produced. It is well worth it. I followed this
vaccination schedule, I trust everything concerning this book.. Vaccine
book This book is the best book for non bias vaccination information, it
helped me make among the important decisions in my life. I would state
this also as a caution, be sure to have a discussion together with your



doctor before you decide to delay or opt out of a vaccine. As an initial
time mother or father, I had worries of vaccines put in me with all the
controversy surrounding them, but I was also afraid of leaving her
susceptible to diseases. Good and balanced book As a FTM, I am reading
about vaccines, the nice and the bad, before my baby's arrival.
Basically the reserve raises a few problems: weighing the
strengths/weaknesses of each vaccination, ranking the illnesses and
vaccinations that he feels are a must vs. Looking for a good way to
stretch out your child's threat of measles 1-2 extra years? For
instance, the first dosage of the hepatitis B vaccine can be given at
birth, why at birth instead of four weeks or 2? Sure, you'd still be the
one determining to check out this alternative plan and wait until your
child is 3yo before administering their first measles vaccine, but it's
just like the trolley problem where all you have to do is flip a change
- not like in fact pushing the fat man onto the tracks. If you want
facts, you can do better. Maternal Antibodies: Clinical Significance,
System of Interference with Immune Responses, and Feasible Vaccination
Strategies. He presents a recommended vaccine timetable. Her comment was
that the bigger growing problem recently with diseases such as for
example these is that kids because they have open wounds get staff
infections (which are highly resistant to antiobiotics) which endanger
the kid more than the principal disease. 5, (2014). This article does an
excellent work at highlighting the reason why Measles vaccine is usually
delayed (maternal antibody) for 1yr+ after birth, but also illustrates
the well balanced risk of contracting measles at that time before this
vaccination. It’s not anti-vaccine, but it does give you the
controversial elements, and an alternative solution vaccination schedule
and additional VERY helpful information. We constantly refer back to
this book all the time. Gives details and a suggested timetable at the
end and it's wonderful! Irreparable damage to open public health and the
public trust Bob Sears (not really a vaccine researcher, by the way, and
he sees hardly any infants), has done almost damage to public wellness
with this book while Andrew Wakefield's debunked hoax "study." Both
males have irreparably damaged the public trust and also have
perpetuated myths, half truths, and outright lies which have undercut
adherence to the social contract of vaccination. If you want to
understand about vaccines, this is simply not the reserve for you
personally. This book contains simple factual information regarding the
vaccine preventable ailments and a lot of speculation about the vaccines
themselves. Skip this one. Vaccine administration is certainly carefully
determined - for those of you who prefer to 'do your personal research,'
make sure you read: Niewiesk, S.I really do recommend this book as a
must read for anybody (whatever side of the debate you're on) seeking to
make an informed decision about vaccines. He presents a recommended
vaccine schedule Very informative. The author breaks down each one of
the vaccines. Front. This book verified the decisions I already made



that was to not have my child have a cocktail of vaccines at once (2
max) as well as opt out of the flu vaccine especially until I discover
out if he comes with an intolerance to eggs as I really do. I like that
he lets you know which vaccines aren't actually mandatory.
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